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i m using genki for n5. i guess that the best supplementary book is minna nihongo. but some people told me that the minna nihongo is just for the n5. i really dont know what to do. i need some recommendations for the supplementary book for n5. thank you! i used minna
nihongo, but it didnt help me pass. i got only 33% correct answers. so i m not sure if minna nihongo will make me pass. i m in japan and im studying at a japanese school. i need to study japanese but i dont have any textbook. is there any book that i can download for free?

you have shown very good knowledge of japanese on this page and i am happy that you have chosen to learn japanese. now you have 2 options to choose from. one is nihongo dokkai or n5 level, the other is genki or n4 level. i would recommend you to start with genki
books to start with. you can read about genki here: /> hope this helps you to decide. happy learning! nihongo dokkai is one of the two books you can choose to study for the jlpt n5. it is a textbook by takase from nikkei. it covers most of the grammar and vocabulary. there
is also a cd for readers/listeners. if you want to learn japanese for the jlpt, you have many choices. you can choose between n5-level books (such as genki and nihongo dokkai), n4-level books (such as minna no nihongo) or a combination of both. the n5-level books have a
greater focus on grammar and the n4-level books have a greater focus on vocabulary. the genki can be very overwhelming for beginners. while the minna no nihongo or genki are n5-level, theyre not necessarily targeted to students who want to take the jlpt. for that, the

goukaku dekiru jlpt book series is by far the most popular choice for test-takers. the textbook breaks down the jlpt into two parts. part one focuses on all grammar and vocabulary, with 863 questions to help you tackle the language knowledge section. part two is a
collection of mock tests in the official format of jlpt.
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the nihongo power drill textbook is ideal for jlpt learners looking for additional grammar practice. the textbook has over 30 chapters with 580 questions in total, each designed to be
finished within 10 minutes. the book includes astudy schedule chart where learners can track their progress as they go through the book. they also have a textbook for n3

vocabularies, too. you will learn more than twenty words a day in an efficient way with the nihongo so matome vocabulary books. each lesson has pictures and includes common
expressions using the new vocabulary terms. exercises included in these lessons will allow you to learn sentence structures and to practice reading in japanese. these books are
perfect for strengthening your reading and kanji skills. nihongo fun and easy is cotos self-developed study book. this book is designed to help students who are new to japanese,

including those with no prior knowledge of the language, to acquire natural-sounding, essential japanese that can be used immediately in daily conversation. its a great option for
beginners who want to study on their own. all practice and examples come with full english translation. you dont have to worry about knowing hiragana and katakana first, too. the

textbook comes with romaji, and you will learn the alphabet along the way. the entire six-week program for jlpt n5 is compiled into just one nihongo so matome book. it will only take
you only six weeks to get all the knowledge you need to pass your first jlpt exam. if you'd like to complete this book within six weeks, you'll have to learn two pages per day. the first

two weeks focus on kanji and vocabulary. from the third to the fifth week, you'll learn all the grammar and reading skills required for the n5. then, the last week will only contain
listening exercises. 5ec8ef588b
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